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Abstract: Summary : Building a lifelong education system is an important strategy for China's medium and long
term education reform and development plan . lifetimeConstruction of education system one Direct policy
attention , But the important steps to build the system have not yet been seen in detail . Even so , lifetime The idea
of education is gaining ground. , in our country constructs the lifelong education system to have its mass
foundation and the time significance . This article is based on the basic consensus of the Lifetime education
system in the world , to what kind of lifelong education system should China make outlook , Building legally
guaranteed , Integrated , All people are serviced by the , Learner-centred lifelong education Department , trying to
make a lifelong education system an image ,Suggestions for the development of lifelong education system in
China .
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Lifelong Education , Lifelong Learning and learning society these three Dali read widely accepted and
respected by the countries of the world , Our country in the last century The has been building a lifelong education
system since the age of Important topics for reform and development . 1993 Year of the CPC Central Committee ,
the state The house's "" Outline of China's education reform and development " first time in country " The Home
education policy file uses Lifelong Education Vocabulary ,1995 Year's Education Law of the People's Republic of
China 11th Clear Specify : Country adapts to socialist market economy development and society into the Step
need ,Promote coordinated development of all levels of education , Build and end Good lifelong education
system . Building a lifelong education system and its associated questions in the following annual report on
government work and its main points refer to, Year of " National Medium-term education reform and "
Development plan outline (, -2020 year ) is the Build Complete lifelong education system ... Promote the learning
of all people teach , learn from , Learning to use The goal of is promoted to education. leather with development
strategy height . after more than 20 years of paving and pushing wide, lifelong education , Lifelong Learning and
learning society all three ideas gradually accepted by the public in our country , and unknowingly affect People's
lives . " Community School " " old university " " Open University "

Content . on the rule of law , Although no national legislation has been enacted , but Fujian , Shanghai ,
Taiyuan , Ningbo and other local governments successively to lifelong the enactment of educational regulations
has been explored and attempted . from the overall situation view , Life-long education system with national
policy and public voice " long-awaited , But the important steps to build up to date are only hear sounds , not see
details .

Development of lifelong education system in China , is still groping phase . " Legal construction lag ,
system build free , mechanism construction ignore " [1] , These problems are prevalent , spans building lifelong
teachings between the ideal and the reality of the fertility system . Even if the status quo is not happy view , But
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from a development perspective , China's lifelong education is in a tent Hubble development " Youth ,
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lifelong education system in the times of the call The is bound to give the public a satisfactory "" . so required and
current great imbalance , also requires lifelong education research people seeking _ a clear way out . from 1965
year Paul · Rongran"" lifelong education " This concept so far , after half More than a century of promotion and
development , constant depth of theoretical research , Solid The cumulative accumulation of experience , forms
the world-wide construction The basic consensus of the lifelong education system : serving People's life , to learn
Learner-Centered and ultimate goal is to realize the learning Society three basic consensus , trying to see what we
want The lifelong education system built by , is a legally guaranteed , integrated Everyone is serving everyone ,
learner-centric Lifelong education system .
1. Constitutes a legally guaranteed lifelong education system

A mature education policy , its ultimate destination and strong security The barrier must be legislative , and
only legislation can be implemented effectively ,Specification policy-level maturity and specific policies . current ,
lifetime Education , Lifelong Learning and learning society These three ideas are getting deeper . into people's
Hearts . Overview Worldwide , United States 1976 Year has been promulgated and implemented Life-Learning
Method " Our neighboring Japan " 1990 year the First law devoted to lifelong education has been developed and
implemented , Career Learning Revitalization Act , go to the forefront of the world ; South Korea Lifelong
education legislation even specifically to the the Multi-Family Support method " " level . Many countries have
gone through lifelong education legislation The tough build period , transitions to a smooth stage of
development . back to our country , The legislative dimension of lifelong education has been slightly behind . for
This , Building lifelong education system , lifetime education legislation Role is a that cannot be ignored .

China to build a lifelong education system , its legal safeguards should be is manifold , with system
guarantee , Another person supports ; with time guarantee , and have financial support ; with base set Apply
construction protection , and balancing urban and rural development . for legal security disabled aspects , Sweden
is ahead of the world , its Education leave "" Specify : where the total working time over the past two years
exceeds Month employees , entitled Annual 5 Week of full-time education fake . "this provides a time guarantee
for citizens to participate in lifelong education , To make the meeting bar People with are given an opportunity to
get out of School and possibly . from this view , , Road to the construction and perfection of the rule of law in
China's lifelong education system re-way far .
2. Makes up from cradle to crutch An integrated lifelong education system for

The lifelong education system that China is going to form will be covered by people _ Live all phases of , the
learner after formal education , if have learning needs , still have opportunity , Conditional , has time to continue
subject to various types of education that meet the needs of learners . just as Paul • lang long describes , "" the
development of personality is accomplished through a person's life , Education , cannot stop in childhood and
youth , As long as the person is alive with , should be continued . Viewing from time , lifelong education body The
system is a continuous process . at the same time , in Concrete system , any _ All stages of education are
subordinate to " Lifelong education system ", does not exist " National education system " vs "" Lifelong
education system two education system , National education system"" should be lifelong , " end Body education
system is for all Nationals . Invoke lifelong education education author Edgar · fur on "" Learn to live --
Education World bound today and tomorrow The discussion in is the : Lifelong education This is all about The
read includes an education _ cut aspect , includes everything in it . The total is greater than the sum of its parts .
There is not a single lifetime educational and Split " " "" Education Section . in the same language , and, Lifelong
education is not _ education system , instead of setting up _ The Principles on which the overall organization of
the system is based , And this principle is throughout the development of every part of the system . 3 ]

The lifelong education system provides the populace with a Education Super City , at any age phase , people
just want to choose " education " product , can easily get according to your personal wishes . and these "
Education Products " has a different effect on everyone , Because different learners ' own learning ability and
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willingness to learn are with different , but " Education Products " is provided for everyone , The is extensive and
comprehensive . The role of the lifelong education system is to provide a quality , Multiple-selected Education
Super city " Two to increase all learners to Education Products The acceptance of can be Force , to make learners '
learning sense and learn in the whole educational process the ability to acquire increased .
3. Makes up Everyone is serving everyone network lifetime for education system

constitutes a lifelong education system , Everyone can follow their own need access to educational resources ,
But we're not simply education Resource Service object . Everyone should be based on their abilities , Serve the
education of others in a variety of ways . This type of service service is not only in the same industry to high ,
Fine ,Tips for developing education , should also be cross-industry , Education for the wider community , is no
same level , is a multivariate selection . creation of lifelong education system No, only government power is not
enough. , should be shared by the whole society with effort , everyone , Each unit can according to its own Force ,
for the composition of the lifelong education system do its own _ Force .

individuals in their spare time , can be based on your ability , is Lifelong education offering volunteering , or
part -time lecturer , or maintain rank preface , or offer site ,or actively advertise , become your own life Scope
Learning agents and redeployed resources . in home life Middle , Each family member will do the subject of
learning , and others to The learning of a member provides encouragement and help , inter-family
intergenerational learning and The cultivation of a family learning atmosphere for the whole society learning
Ethos Action is an important .

Enterprise in the process of implementing a lifelong education system , to both own Employees , also
responsible for society : for job seeker , holding state-approved continuing education qualifications and
professional qualifications , To be recruited ; for active employees , provides opportunities for on-the-job training ,
Branch hold and encourage , Employees can choose out paid study , can also receive Internal Enterprise Training ,
does not buckle because employees have learning requirements to pay ,block Promotions , Instead, for further
study, job offers better jobs ; for other social members , to convert the The Public service is part of the day-to-day
activities of your enterprise , do from all available , organizing old age classes , Donate to create public culture set
apply , to hold a public display lecture, etc. , In a wide variety of forms for the social member offers a variety of
learning options .

School Education resources are not just for school learning live , also serve social . If school resources are
open to society , teachers at school , Students are also more exposed to society , service will , Make teachers and
students better develop the consciousness of serving the Society , recognizing Responsibility as a member of the
Community . School students can to be based on personal interests and abilities , Volunteer in a social position
people ; School classrooms , Library , Playground , The gym can also be used in Opening time for students not
attending ; " School-Enterprise cooperation " "" also go to _ Step Enhanced , implementing student , School , ,
Enterprise , Social multiple benefits

altogether wins all .
Services for the life-long education system can be embodied not only in learning, allow help , also includes

provision for learning sites , to learn Learning funds support ,dedication to organization services , site Health
maintain above . lifelong education system needs to implement all parties resources Maximum consolidation and
utilization ,a rich and varied for everyone choose to provide possible , and this Education Network The formation
of is not a single A single Government or one of the civil society's efforts can be achieved . , must be a joint effort
of the whole society , To make the stars of the crowd. fire, The vast expanse of the lifelong education system is the
original .
4. Constitutes a learner-centred lifelong education system

As the Chinese adult education expert Professor Gao Zhimin put forward the , "" return to rich adult life
World , Walk into the colorful adult essence Shenzhou home "[4] ,The building of a lifelong education system
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should also be based on learning to center . Mature lifelong education system with learner lifetime Learning
consciousness inseparable , The system should complete the for learners Good selection platform , providing
education that learners really need .

The parent of a parent can use the , receives Good parenting knowledge , Guarantee children to be born
healthily , and and well cared for . Scientific feeding , take careof, does not cause a failure to be properly treated
or neglected because of a , To make the small child unexpected , damage Health .

School Education under the lifelong education system is still very high value , because the ability to develop
in school education is the Person _ the _ Important foundation of the development . Previous study by Australian
adults Proven work results , Early basic education better adult , get more benefits from , culture at this stageability
to express , writing ability , communication Capabilities , Understanding and Basic information technology
capabilities are closely linked to future developments . [5] ,so , emphasize lifelong education , is not a neglect of
schooling , opposite , should pay more attention to school education , and should be in the school education
phaseEducate students about lifelong learning . in the life-long education system School Education , relative to
today's status , student in school , should be the test, and so on the pressure will greatly reduce the .

Young people who miss the opportunity for academic education for various reasons can in the continuing
education phase , According to their needs and levels , freely Select Select all types of education or vocational
education , get national EC one standard qualification , And according to this, choose the right job. for ;
On-the-job staff can be accepted to upgrade their professional skills for vocational education , and can be
supported and approved by the organization ; An elderly employee who is retiring can be in the original workplace
or in the same organization District to get help adjusting their mentality of mental health, etc. teaching education ,
can be in your own living area Lao , A sense of the sense , Happy ", or even worthiness .
5. Epilogue

After this lifelong education system , The mindset of the people will come from But then change , Many
social issues such as basic education rank section's choice ofSchool is difficult , floating population can't integrate
into new city life etc all will be resolved . when education becomes one a continuous procedure when , People's
perceptions of success and failure are different. . If a person in the course of his life's education at a certain age
and failed at a certain stage , He'll have another chance . . He is no longer the will not be banished to the abyss of
failure for life. . [3] Edgar • The beautiful vision depicted by the fur will be implemented . when children and
parents recognize that learning is a lifelong process , except for schools Outside education There is also a rich
variety of out-of-school education you can choose , on A certain _ The success of a stage test is not directly related
to the future of the Job and quality of life , People automatically their mentality becomes peaceful , More
emphasis on learning processes and practices knowledge , instead of taking an exam too heavily , causes it to be in
a _ stage pressure surge , causes psychological , Negative aspects of the bodyring .

A good idea for building a lifelong education system in our national Dream "" , want to be legally
guaranteed , last lifetime ,, learner-centric , Everyone's web Life education system , make everyone have the will
to learn to want to learn XI , have learning opportunities to learn , have learning ability to learn XI , Service
Awareness help learning , requires the community to work together Force . only implement lifelong education
legislation , Change traditional learning concept , Set Service awareness , to help everyone develop for life , There
are The dream of lifelong education system that helps society to develop harmoniously is now solid .
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